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Suigin Jairen

Suigin Jairen is a player character formerly played by qsx1. He has since been adopted by paladinrpg1)

Suigin Jairen

Species: Yamatai
Gender: Male

Age: 27 (Born YE 14)
Height: 5'6“
Weight: 147 lbs

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Support/Combat Medic

Rank: Santo Hei
Current Placement: UX-13 Training Center (Fort Ready II)
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'6”
Mass: 147 lbs
Measurements: N/A

Build and Skin Color: His pale jaundice skin tone and slender frame conceal a honed, athletic physique.
He has narrow shoulders and longer-than-average fingers which are quite dextrous.

Eyes and Facial Features: He has pale blue almond-shaped eyes and a short, rounded nose. His
cheeks are slightly gaunt, and his chin is flat. His mouth is small and barely moves when he speaks. He
generally maintains a stoic expression, though his eyes tend to reveal his true feelings.

Ears: His ears are rounded and slightly protrude from his head. During periods of emotional duress or
embarrassment, they flush in quite noticeable contrast to their regular hue.

Hair Color and Style: He has shoulder-length, straight matte black hair which he keeps tied back in a
topknot while on duty. Off duty he lets it hang freely. He keeps his face clean-shaven when possible.

Distinguishing Features: There is a small blemish on the back of his neck, shaped like an upside-down
'V' when viewed standing normally. No treatment or surgery has been successful in removing the mark,
and all medical scans have concluded it is a benign skin abnormality.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Jairen is a serious-minded individual devoted to medicine. He is generally quiet-spoken,
using only enough tone and volume of voice that the situation requires. Some people mistake this for
shyness, but Jairen is an introverted extrovert, preferring casual social acquaintance to boisterous
gatherings. Cool and collected under fire, he takes any available information in before making decisions,
leading others to believe hims slow-witted. But his tactical approach to situations is unique and creative,
frequently involving conventional methods used in an unconventional manner. He values life, but
understands that sometimes death is necessary for survival. To this end, he is willing to take a life to
save a life, whether another or his own. He likes to solve problems, seeing them as a test of his faculties
and a way to gauge his personal growth. Above everything, he is loyal to those who have earned it,
willing to put his life on the line to protect them and their ideals from any transgressor.

Likes: Listening to music (notably classical string instrumental), Tai Chi Chuan (as exercise),
reading, chocolate ice cream, and cats.
Dislikes: Overly-elaborate or drawn-out ceremonies, loud and/or obnoxious people, insects that
sting or bite, and hyperspace travel.
Goals: To become the best doctor he can be, an asset to all Yamatai everywhere.
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History

Family (or Creators)

Suigin Rakai, Father (deceased) Suigin Helena, Mother (deceased)

Pre-RP

Born as a Geshrin in YE 14, shortly before the Second Elysian War. Jairen spent a typical childhood on
Kilnar with his parents, Rakai and Helena. Rakai was a bioscience technician, working on the staple crop
yield improvement program being developed that year, while Helena maintained their household and
raised their only child. Jairen was an active and curious child, always asking questions with an almost
insatiable desire to learn more.

At age 13, his family relocated to Yamatai to transfer into the new Yamataian bodies that had been
developed. An accidental scalar discharge at the transference facility caused his father's untimely death,
and Jairen was raised by his mother alone. Devoting himself to his studies to avoid his patriarchal loss,
Jairen was able to complete his high school learning early, graduating at the age of 15.

In the last quarter of YE 29, Suigin Helena was diagnosed with a rare genetic mutation affecting her
central nervous system, which caused rapid neurodegeneration and personality loss and rendered a body
transfer impossible. She passed away two months later in a vegetative state, leaving Jairen a ward of the
state. Questioning why current medical practice had been unable to save her, he concluded he could do
better, and set out to prove it.

At the age of 16, he enrolled in the Great Imperial University's medical curriculum, and spent 2 years
learning under the finest medical minds in the galaxy. With the Second Mishhuvurthyar War devastating
SAoY forces and cutting a swath through Yamatai space, a call for trained medics went out, and he
enlisted in the Star Army at 18.

Skill Areas

Communication (Basic)

Jairen is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. He is fluent in English, and can speak and write it correctly and
efficiently. He can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc.

Fighting (Basic)
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Jairen received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. He is skilled
and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons he is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.

Technology Operation (Core)

Jairen is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. He is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics (Core)

Jairen received basic mathematics training, including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Physical (Athletics)

Jairen practices Tai Chi Chuan, an ancient martial art which teaches control and balance. He uses it as an
exercise but will employ it in close combat if necessary. He enjoys jogging (when space allows) and
swimming.

Medical (Advanced)

Jairen received additional medical training before his enlistment, giving him a better understanding of
how to heal patients. He can operate most types of medical equipment, perform surgery in both combat
and non-combat situations, dispense medicine, and provide short-term care to multiple patients, either in
the field or a hospital environment.

Fighting (Advanced)

To facilitate a better support role within his squad, Jairen has taken additional weapons training. He is
proficient in the use of the Type 33 gauss rifle, Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-SLAG, hand grenades and explosive
charges, and MCAS construction and operation.

Inventory

Suigin Jairen has the following items:

Ke-M2-2D "Mindy II" Power Armor or another armor designated by ship captain
Star Army Rifle, Type 33 with interchangeable barrels

Ke-M4-W2902 LASR-SLAG attached to A barrel
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B barrel has collapsible bipod attachment
Marksman Scope attached: Optical/Digital hybrid scope with HUD-Link, 20x Optical
zoom and 25x Digital zoom. Total 500x zoom

Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 containing:
Type 31A Survival Kit

Star Army Duffel Bag, containing:
Star Army Toiletry Kit
Star Army Environmental Suit, Type 28 (AMES)
2 Working Uniform. Includes boots and gloves.
1 Type 30 Duty Uniform (includes shoes)
1 Star Army Duty Uniform, Type 35
2 Star Army Exercise Uniform, Type 29 (can also used as sleepwear)
Star Army Undergarments

Star Army Utility Belt, Type 32, light-blue gray
Communicator, Type 29
Flashlight, Type 30
Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 30 with 2 BR-28E Battery Magazines (1 in the pistol and 1
extra)

Type 31C Medical Kit
Uno sunglasses, typically used with Portable Medical Scanner PMS-1M

Finances

Suigin Jairen is currently a Santo Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
2350 KS 650 KS Purchased UNO sunglasses

Character Data
Character Name Suigin Jairen
Character Owner qsx1_paladinrpg
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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